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Abstract
An LMDS system must offer a set of bearer services and a grade of service similar to the
competition. In the residential market, this means comparison with DSL and cable modems. In
the business market, this means comparison with optical fiber. All the applications fall into the
camps of connectionless, of which IP is the dominant technology, and connection-oriented, of
which ATM is the dominant technology.  The deficiencies of IP over ATM are well described
[1].  Similarly, there is a lack of standardization for TDM services over IP. Integrating the
strengths of IP and ATM gives an ideal match for the QoS requirements of service.

Introduction

An LMDS system encompasses all core and access components of a network. This includes
seamless integration with other networks, such as ISPs and PSTNs, such that no protocol
adaptation is required. It must also integrate a wide range of applications with different QoS
requirements. The diversity ranges from intercell linking integrated with a base station, to
complimentary technologies, such as xDSL and HFC. Finally, it must provide full management
of all aspects of the network, making it possible to charge on the basis of usage with an end-to-
end managed QoS.

These technical factors make it convenient to use ATM as the standard interface technology in a
homogeneously diverse network. However, current protocol architectures are moving towards
more IP oriented networks that may be optimized with IP as the standard interface technology.

ATM-only System

Each application fits into a service category, with its accompanying traffic description and QoS
guarantees, as shown in Table 1.

Service
Categories

Traffic
Description

QoS Guarantees

CLR min            Delay                  Bandwidth

CBR PCR ä ä ä

VBR-rt PCR, SCR, MBS ä ä ä

VBR-nrt PCR, SCR, MBS ä ä

ABR PCR, MCR ä Best effort
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UBR PCR

Table 1.  ATM Service Category Attributes
Traffic Parameters

• PCR Peak Cell Rate
• SCR Sustainable Cell Rate
• MBS Maximum Burst Size
• MCR Minimum Cell Rate
• QoS Quality of Service

QoS Parameters
• CDVT Cell Delay Variation Tolerance
• Max CTD Maximum Cell Transfer Delay
• CLR Cell Loss Ratio

IP-only System

The current service model for IP does not provide QoS support. This is being addressed by IETF
with two models: the Integrated Internet model (IntServ) [2], which has been rejected by carriers
as too complex and lacking in scalability in the backbone, and the Differentiated Internet model
(DiffServ) [3].

DiffServ currently defines two Levels of Service (LoS), Expedited Forwarding and Assured, but
leaves the QoS mappings unclear.

IP-over-ATM System

Table 2 provides a mapping for DiffServ capabilities into ATM service categories.

ATM
service

Differentiated services Best
effort

categories 
(ATM

Forum)

Expedited
forwarding

Assured
forwarding

CBR ä
VBR-rt ä
VBR-nrt ä

ABR ä ä
UBR ä

Table 2. Service Mapping from ATM into DiffServ model
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